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THE FAULT TREE AS A TOOL IN SAFETY
ANALYSIS IN NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

ABSTRACT

Modern safety analysis should not be Halted to stylized accidents
or the use of a priori assumption* of system Independence and fall safe
operation. We must be able to (1) Identify aore realistic failures modes
based on realistic operation and system malfunction; (11) demonstracs
aore rigorously that adequate independence exists between a malfunctioning
system and those other systems required to mitigate the effects of the
naifunction; (111) design adequate reliability Into systems important to
plant safety and to demonstrate more rigorously that the design reliability
is aet in operation, and (iv) Identify the realistic actions expected of
the operator.

Fault trees,which have proved to be a powerful tool to achieve these objectives,
are inevitably large and must be computerized. However, the computerized
system must be simple, nist allow merging of branches developed
independently, must provide for easy modifications and the processing
must be economical and easily accessible.

No available system fully satisfied these requirements and the lack of
such a syatea appeared to be holding back the aore rigorous system
definition and review that we believe is necessary.

A new system for displaying, plotting and analysing fault trees haa been,
therefore, developed and implemented on & small computer at AECB to
demonstrate the viability of the approach to designers, and to pro je
a tool to assess licensee's submissions on failure aodes of support
systems such *s electrical, service water and air, and to assess reliability
predictions for special safety systeas.

RESUME

Lea analyses aodsraes de surete ne doivent pas £t?:e limitee* a des
accidents stereotypes ou a l'eaploi d'hypotheses a priori concernant
l'jndgpendsnce des syeteaes et leurs aodes de dSfalliance. Nous devons
pouvoir (1) identifier des aodes plus realistes de defalllance en fonction
des aEthodes d*exploitation et des dtfectuosltSs possibles des systines;
(11) deaontrer avec plus de rigueur qu'il y a bien independence entre un
tystSae defectueux et les autres systimes dont 1'intervention est necessaire
pour attenutr les consequences de la defectuosite; (ill) prevoir, au niveau
de la conception, une fiabilite satisfaisante pour les systemes essentiels
a la suret« de 1* centrale et demontrer que la fiabilite theorique est
assuree en cours de fonctlonnement, et (lv) determiner des aesures realistes
2 adopter «n eas d*incident.



I
ta technique de l'arbre de défaillance» constitue une méthode tris utile m
de travail. Étant donné qu'il faut inévitablement utiliser de grands j|
arbres de défaillances, 11 faut lea mettre aur ordinateur. Le systèœe
Informatisé doit Être siaple, facile à Modifier, économique et accessible. _fl
Aucun système disponible ne parait répondre à ces exigences, et c'était cette "
lacune, croyons-nous, qui a semblé constituer une barrière a la définition et
ft la révision plus rigoureuses du système qui devraient exister.

On nouveau système d'affichage, de traçage et d'analyse des arbres de
défaillances a donc été «is au point sur un petit ordinateur de la CCEA afin gj
de démontrer la viabilité de la méthode aux concepteurs et de fournir un outil gj
d'évaluation des demandes de licences quant aux défaillances de systèmes d'appui,
par exemple, les système d'approvisionnement en électricité, en eau et air
comprimé; ce nouveau système permet aussi d'évaluer la fiabilité des prévisions
dans le cas de systèmes spéciaux de sûreté.
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INTROpnCTICM

The safety cnalysls of nuclear power plants in

Canada, as elsewhere, has traditionally been based

on predefined, stylised "gross" accidents which

dictate the design requirements of the special

safety systems. A number of difficulties exist

with this traditional approach.

"Real" accidents are likely to ue more complex

—they may be ccebiiutiona of comparatively fre-

quent events which, individually, would Be such

less serious than the "groes" failure!, but: whsn

ccaabined with others say lead to consequences

vhich are just as serious. They nay also [ U a

demands which axe an strirgsnt on some apecla)

safety systems as the gross failure*.

Hence, modern cafety analysis- should not be

limited to stylised accidents or the us* of 'a

priori' asstatptions of systea Independence aad fail

safe operation. He n u t be able to: (i) identify

•ore realistic failure modes baaed on realistic

operation and systea malfunction (ii> deaonxtrate

aore rigorously that adequate independence exists

between a malfunctioning systea and those other

systscJ required to mitigate the effects of the

•alfunction t (iii) design adequate reliability

into systeas important to plant oufety aad to

demonstrate aora rigorously that the design relia-

bility is met in operation, and (iv) Mauttfy the

realistic actions expected of the operator.

These wall«recognised problems hav» twen and

are being addressed byjaany organizations, often

as part of a. risk analysis, i.e. an attacpt to

quantify what is the overall risk posed by a

nuclear station.

The Atomic Energy Control Board, together with

the Canadian nuclear industry, put a considerable

amount of effort into exainin.!.ng the principles of

risk analysis as part of the deliberations of the

Inter-Organizational Working Group (ref. 1). The

Board concluded that the techniques available are

not sufficiently advanced to warrant licensing on

this basis (Ref. 2).

The work reported in this paper, then, is not

concerned with risk analysis, although it may be a

necessary prerequisite, our objectives were to

examine existing methods to see if it were feasible,

with the tools currently available, to (i) identi-

fy, in a systematic and rigorous way, those combi-

nations of comparatively common events which could

lead to significant fuel failures or radioactive

release to the public, and (ii) demonstrate that

adequate independence baa been achieved between

malfunctioning systems and those other systems

required to defend against the malfunctions.

*> rapidly came to the conclusion that the best

technique for these tasks was the fault tree. Its

major strength for safety analysis is the enforce-

ment of a formally correct logic, and also a clear

graphical picture suitable for presentation at

public hearings. It is paradoxical that this

strength is often overlooked and the technique is

better known as a tool for numerical evaluation of

failure rates and failure probabilities, where it

requires special precautions to prevent seemingly

correct calculations frost being wrong by several
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orders of magnitude.

The development of the fault tree should start

at an early design stage. As the design progresses,

the growth of the fault tree reflects the develop-

ment of the design and a deepening understanding of

nodes of failure. The final fault tree for the

majority of systems is large and it* processing—

without excessive Manpower requirement—necessi-

tates the use of a computerised system. However,

for a computerised fault tree processing system

to succeed, it mist be sioiple so its use is not

limited by a need for special training. It must

allow merging of branches developed independently

during design of various systems. It must provide

for easy modifications to reflect design changes.

And last but not least, the processing must be

economical, easy to use, and must not be hindered

by difficulties with access to a large computer.

Because no available system (Eef. 3) fully

satisfied these requirements, a new system for

displaying, plotting and analysing fault trees

was developed and implemented or t swll computer

at the Atomic Energy Control Board to demonstrate

the viability of the approach to designers, and to

provide a tool for assessing analyses of failure

modes of safety and support systems as submitted

by applicants for licenses to operate a nuclear

power reactor.

FAULT TREE

A fault tree is a logic diagram indicating how

the failure of a system or equipment can be caused

by failures of its parts and by other events (e.g.

operator errors) either individually or in combi-

nation .

A fault tree is constructed from the top down.

The procedure starts with a definition of the "top"

event (e.g. radiation release or system failure)

and identifies in a systematic way its causes (the

originating faults or events).

The procedure continues until the basic faults

or events are reached, the characteristics (e.g.

frequency of occurrence) of which are known either

from observations or from physical properties. It

is an opposite approach to the Failure Mode and

Effect Analysis, vhere a single component failure

is postulated first and the possible results

determined afterwards.

The bmslc building blocks are the AND-gates and

the OR-gates. An OR-g&te is used if any of the

input faults (events) can cause the output fault

(event)--either individually or in combination

with other input events. An AND-gate is used if

all input faults (events) have to occur simultan-

eously for the output event to occur. Although it

would be possible to construct quite large trees

with AND's and OR's only, some other symbols are

also used to enhance the clarity of the tree. The

symbols are shown in Appendix A.

Figure 1 shows an example of fault tree presen-

tation of two failure nodes of a simplified system

for supplying water for emergency core cooling.

The system used in the example is depicted in

Figure 2.

In the case of an accident, the water is supplied

first from the tank, and later, when the tank

empties, by recovery from the sump. The valves

are remotely controlled and, therefore, suscept-

ible to loss of power. However, no fail-safe

solution can axiat, e.g. both PV11 failed open

and PV11 failed closed laad to a problem, as

indicated by the fault tree on Figure 1.

The example shows the advantage of the fault

tree. It require* the analyst to stata precisely

the failure »ode» of the system and presents the

results in graphical form which is easy to assimi-

late. The first point also requires the analyst

to understand precisely how the system functions.

It also shows that fault trees for actual systems

are large. (This siisple example of 2 valves and

1 pump produces a tree with 22 events).
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Figure 1

SIFTA

Figur* 2

A computerized system of fault tree analysis

appeared to us to be essential to deal with large

trees. None of the existing codes was suitable

since:

(i) they were not easy to use

lii) the ainiaal cut set analysis used is very

laborious,

(iii) they can lead to misleading results.

He believe that the program* we have developed

succeeds in overcoming these obstacles, and

demonstrates that it is feasible, without the use

of either large manpower resources or personnel

who are highly trained in fault tree techniques,

to identify clearly both multiple failure modes of

concern in a nuclear plant, and to investigate in

a systematic way the degree of independence be-

tween systems.

Those whi like acronyms call the prograone

SIFTA, which stands for Simple Fault Tree Analysis.

The key word is simplicity. The simplicity was

achieved by a planned system design, which makes

use of some latest advances in computers and human

engineering. As a result, the user is at ease with

the system even though he is facing a new approach.



An example of the fault tree description file is

on Figure 3. All records are in a free format and

can be assembled in any sequence. It ts therefore

easy to develop larg'? trees by merging smaller

trees used for analysis of individual systems. The

file nay contain cements narked by ut asterisk (*).

TRCHA 'NO TRIP SIGNAHFRON CHANNEL A
TRCHA 112 T D M * RTBA
RTBA 0 'TRIP BREAKER A;FAILEf>
RTBA :DAT/I IN:;IEEE S t d 5 0 0 - 1 9 7 7
•UNKING OF COMPUTERS FOR PARTIAL TRIP
I = TRPL
TRDGL 23 UA ICA IDA
TRLEA 'NO -A' -TRIP ENABLE
TRLEA Z
TRLEA A3 »B» tCA IDA
IBA R2 IBAL TLCB
IB.'. 'NO PARTIAL TRIP) RECEIVEO FROM B

Figure 3: Part of a Fault Tree Description
File

Events in the trees are identified by codes

which can be up to 10 characters long. Event codes

often start vith a prefix identifying the analysed

system. To facilitate input, the prefix nay be re-

placed by an ampersand U ) , af'-er the Meaning of
1 &' has been defined by a prefix definition record

(e.g. i, m TRPL).

The logical structure of the tree is defined by

gate description records, which start with the code

of the gate output event followed after at least

one space by the gate identification group am.' the

codes of input events. The gate identification

group includes the gate cod* and number of inputs.

Initials of gates are used as codes. However, an

OR-gate is identified by R as O is often confused

with zero.

The event description (naaa) which can be up to

40 characters long is defined by a name record

identified by an apostrophe (') aftar the event

coda. A semi-colon (;) can be used to indicate

the beginning of the second line on plots. The

sami-colon does not disturb display of til a n a » on

one line as used on printouts and for titles. The

title is defined by a name record placed as the

first record of the file. The event code on this

record may be a dummy, used just to satisfy the

format requirements, or it m y be an event code so

that the record defines both the title and an event

The name card for basic events may contain a

symbol modifier D for diamond or E for diamond with

a circle. Basic events may also carry notes defin-

ed by records which look like n.̂ ne records, but are

identified by a colon (:). Events Barked by Z are

plotted by dotted lines. This feature is used main-

ly for identification of events considered non-

relevant .

Further details of the fault tree description

file are in Appendix B

The whole input is subjected to a thorough

error checking, which is not limited to formal

errors, as can be seen from the example error

CODE TOO LONG ON CARD:
MtOM NUMBER OF INPUTS ON SATE DESCRIPTION CARD:
ILLEGAL SATE TYPE ON SATE DESCRIPTION CARD:
DUPLICATE GATE DESCRIPTION CARD:
EVENT IN LOOP ON SATE DESCRIPTION CARD:

NO TOP EVENT
MULTIPLE TOP EVENTS
EVENT m ENDS IN LOOP
LOGICAL E M M IN LINKING OF GATE x x x
NUGMW CANNOT EVALUATE GATE x x x
INCONSISTENT USE OF COMMON EVENT x x x

SKIPPED. CARD:
EVENT COM TOO LONG OH CARD:
DOUBLE NAME C A W , SKIPPED CARD:
EVENT x x x I S A GATE (OR HAS TUO COMMENTS. SKIPPEO CARD
EVENT CODE x x l NOT FOUND IN GATE DESCRIPTIONS, SKIPPED CARD
EVENT x x x ALREADY DEFINED AS x x , SKIPPED CARD:
EVENT x x x HAS ILLEGAL TYPE x , SUPPED CARD:
LINE TOO LONG ON NAME CARD

STOP DUE TO INPUT CARS ERROR COUNT
MAX NUMBER OF EVENTS EXCEEDED. FIRST SKIPPED CARD:
T H E TRUNCATED TO MAX NUMBER OF LEVELS
FAULT TREE CONTAINS ERRORS, DO YOU WANT TO CONTINUE?
DO YOU HWT TO CMWGE SYNMLS FOR CONDITIONS?

Figure 4: Examples of Error Messages

Figure 5: Event in Loop Identified by an
Asterisk
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NO TRIP SIGNAL FROM CHANNEL A
HOT ncim 1—-/[>

Figure 6: Example of Plotting

nessages on Figure 4, Noteworthy is the ability of

the program to untangle loops caused by errors in

logic, or by misspelling of event codes (Figure 5).

A unique feature is the capability to handle

trees with multiple top events and interleaved

branches, This feature was found necessary,

because all our trees are, in fact, just branches

of a "super tree" with the top event "radioactive

release to the public".

Graphical editing includes selection of branches,

windowing, tract? '.on at a defined level (as used

on Figure 6 for events TRPZ2A to TRPLDA), insertion

of extension lines and rearranging of inputs to a

gate. None of the editing steps can change the

logical structure defined by the fault tree des-

cription file, restructuring also does not result

in a loss of proper identification of common events

even on cut-outs showing only one occurrence of

such an event.

PLOTTING

The basic task is plotting the fault tree.
Figure 6 shows a plot of the fault tree defined
by the fault tree description file on Figure 3.
The axis of the fault tree is horizontal, as in
IEEE std. 352-1975. This orientation leads to a
•ore compact presentation.

/-TH.CS--B -- CMU —E
/--TULA - R : V TICA -te
: : / - TRKM--<
: VTH.M--A :- TRW.CA~<

TKMM--A: V TRPLM--<
: / - TRPL6A-4R

: (TMGU-2 :- TRPLM-4R
V-TKSU - R : V TRPLM-4R

VTLM - <

To facilitate plotting, the fault tree is first

displayed on the screen of the terminal. Users of

graphics terminals have an advantage for proces-

sing large trees because a graphics terminal can

vary the display scale.. However, we are also suc-

cessfully using non-graphics terminals (Figure 7).

The displayed fault tree can be edited. Graph-

ical editing is used for trimming large trees ex-

ceeding the capacity of plotters and also for

highlighting scan portions of the fault tree.

Figure 7: Display on Non-Graphics Terminal

plotting can be done either locally on a desk-

top plotter, or, for bigger plots, the system can

create a plot control file for plotting at a

computer centre (Figure 8). The format of the

plot control file is suitable for multicolor

plotters, and a provision is made for including

numerical data.



252 72 o o o SJTPLOTFIOI
129 240 1M 1 OR TRCHA
42 216 129 2 OA TRMM
240 240 240 2 00 «7M
Z40 240 240 2 0: : »

12 72 42 3 OK THDI
180 252 216 3 OR TRH.A

0 24 12 4 Oft TRLCS
48 K 11 4 2A TKLEA

132 22B 180 4 023TRDGI
252 252 252 4 0 TLCA

0 0 0 S OE OWA
24 24 24 5 10 TLCA

Ml TRIP S1OUI mm CHANNEL A
NO TRIP SIMM.
NO TRIP DEMAND
TKIP MEAKER A
0AM IK:
NO LOCAL 7MP
NO GLOBAL TRIP
NO TUP 5IGKAL
M 'A'-VRIP 0WLE

TRIP LOGIC
TMP FUNCTION
TRIP LOGIC

FMH CHANNEL A

FAILED
IEEE STD 500-1971

COMPUTER A FAILED
SENSING CHANNEL A
COMPUTER A FAILEO.

Figure 8: Part of a Plot Control Pile

machine! It is a tool, which assets the user in

gaining new insights by presenting various facets

of the problem. In order to make the tool easy to

use, the raaults of the analysis are presented in

graphical fora.

Figure 9 shows a fault tree for a system with

two valves in parallel controlled independently

but with a comon power supply. The restructured

trae *s processed by SIFTA is shown on Figure 10.

mnfMiHojoi I — C r -
WLW2 VM.VES 1 N ^ i

- MIDI TMt BTTY

• 1
VALVES W1.IM2 -a

rmmtOLtuum

r

JWKHIUK

pfiNWOIL FJUUK
V MR

-o
ni HBJTItL.

smicraae

Figure 9: Example of Degraded Redundancy

—Cf-jaaw

Figure 10: Restructured Fault Tree

LOGICAL

Displaying and plotting of the fault traa is

only one part of the task. Another important part

is the analysis of the fault trae logic, which

assists in evaluating the effects of cross-links

and comon aodes. In this context we would like

to enphasize the word "assist". The prograsne

should not be looked upon as a question answering

Th- effect of the counon power supply is appar-

ent.

Restructuring ie achieved by a pattern recogni-

tion technique which is based on a relation between

laws of Boolean ĉ lgifera and re-grouping of certain

patterns of events. M an exsaple, re-grouping in

Figure 11 which is the result of shifts of events

C cne level to the left, their unification and

a
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Figure 11: Shift, Unification and Replacenent

C xxx h <

So
Figure 12: Switch in AIJO-of-OR's

Figure 13: Milking in OR-AND Structure

Figure 14: Erasure in AHD-OR-ANE structure

figure 16: Restructured Fault Tree
From Figure IS

Figure 15: Fault Tree with Apparent Redundancy



replacement of A (which became a single input gate),

by D, is a graphical presentation of the associa-

tive, idempotent and identity laws of Boolean

algebra. The switch on Figure 12 and Basking on

Figure 13 correspond to the distributive and

absorption laws respectively. The unsure on

Figure 14 is an example of simple re-grouping re-

quiring application of several Boolean laws for

solution.

Examples on Figures 11 to 14 are simple, with

obvious solutions. Regrouping of patterns found in

fault trees for actual systems is not so obvious

(Figures 15 and 16).

The program also looks for gates of the same

type and with identical inputs, but assigned

different identification codes. These nay have

resulted from an inadequacy in the rules for coding

events, e.g., leaving too much freedom in the

assignment of codes for composite events expressed

by gates, or, some originally different gates

may have become identical during restructuring.

Or, for some structures with multiple input gates,

identical gates may have been overlooked. An

example of such a structure is on Figures 17 and

18 which shows iivent A converted into an AND of :

F and H (with subsequent masking of A through F

and H in B).

The algorithms used for restructuring are based

on laws of Boolean algebra, but they are not their

direct equivalents. As an example, the algorithm

for masking (corresponding to th« absorption law)

is defined as follows:

For a comen event find the leading event in a

string of OK-gates. This event becomes the top

event of a branch where aiasking can occuc. A

gate in the branch is masked ii" it is an AND-

gate containing the scoaun event (cither direct-

ly or through a string of AND-gates) and the

path from the gate to the top event contains

cnly AND-gates, OR-gates or a-out-of-a redun-

dant structures and no gate in the path defines

an event used elsewhere in the fault tree.

J
K

C
D

YYYY

YYYY

XX XX

xxxx'

Figure 17: Identification of Identical Gates

Figure IB: Equivalent of Figure 17

Figure 19: Algorithm for Masking

Graphical presentation of the algorithm is on

Figure 19, where C indicates the cceaon event caus-

ing masking of the crcssed-out gate. Gates marked

by solid lines oust be of the type shown. Gates

marked by dotted lines can be of either type.

Events with dotted flags can be ccamton events used

also elsewhere. Doe to the duality of OR's and

AND's, the algorithm has also a second version,

vnern OR's and AMD's are interchanged.
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Other algorithms with examples of more complex

patterns including redundant configurations and in-

versed events are in Reference 4.

The restructuring keeps the precise definition

of the top event. Definitions of some lower events

nay be changed (e.g. events B and G on Figure 13).

Events with changed definitions are identified on

all plots and print-outs by an asterisk.

Some restructuring -steps require insertion of

dummy events which are assigned distinct event

codes as shown in Figure 11. The algorithms used

for restructuring strive for minimizing the number

of dummy evsnts.

The main objective of restructuring is to faci-

litate proper understanding of the effects of

common events. Experience shows that this iB

best achieved by skipping some of the restructuring

steps. As an example, the program carefully

searches for detrimental common events leading to

a switch in AND-of-OR's (Figure 12) but &ay skip

OR-of-AND*s structures, where common events either

are beneficial or have no effect.

Although the fault tree reduction routings are

quite complex, all complexity is transparent to the

user, who just sees the result. To enhance the

possibility of proper understanding of the affect

of common events, the user has the option of pro-

ceeding in steps, with a printed record of all

changes.

Figure 20: House

ACHIEVING CORRECT RESULTS

Critics of the fault tree technique point out

that fault tree analysis may lead in some cases to

significant errors.

The major source of errors is a premature trun-

cation of the fault tree leading to missed common

events. A numerical example of a premature trun-

cation of Figure 9 is on Figure 21 and 22.

Figure 21: Analysis on Non-Truncated Tree
in Figure 9

Xr. addition to restructuring, the effects of

common events can be investigated by insertion of

"houses". A "house" identifies MH event which has

already happened. Insertion of "houses" allows

us to investigate potential conmequances of faults

and it is an excellent tool for gaining proper

understanding of the analysed system. (Figure 20).

Special precautionary measures bav* been built

into the program to prsVant incorrect results if

the user attempts to insert "hcuses" leading to

undefined logic.

Figure 22 s Analysis of Truncated Tree
in Figure 9

Moat fault tree eodca lead the analyst* to

premature truncation because large trees in most

cotes are unxianageable. SIFT* does not inpose

restrictions of this nature because of the ease
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with which it will handle large trees.

Another source aZ problems are the minimal cut

sets usually used for logical analysis. The

minimal cut sets define the simplest combination

of basic events leading to the top event. For the

fault tree on Figure 9, the minimal cut sets are

A, EG, EL, JG, JL and K (Figure 23). Several com-

puter programs exist for identifying the cut sets.

The number of minimal cut sets is usunlly lrtrge

and, therefore, it is common to try to eliminate

those which are "not important" due to their low

probability. The resul :ing analysis is inscrutable

and may be misleading. As no rules exist for

determining what should be considered as a basic

event, a conscientious analyst could further

develop the event K "Power supply failure", by

splitting it into events as "no electrical supply",

"rectifying unit failed", "filtering unit failed",

etc. each with a probability of, say, 0.C02. If

he then selected the cut-off probability at 0.003,

the effect of the power supply would disappear,

and the probability of the top event would be

underestimated at 0.0066. The main contribution

to the failure probability then appears to be from

failures of relays. This look» reasonable, as the

relay failures correspond in the example to basic

events with the highest failure probability:

MINIMAL COT SETS

A
EG
EL
JG
K

.0050

.0016

.0008

.0004

.0100

.0186

Figure 23

Use of minimal cut aets also presents the

analyst with other problems, such as the diffi-

culty of handling large, printouts, and the general

reluctance of designers to try to understand the

concept of minimal cut sets. SIFTA eliminates

these problems through its graphical presentation

of event patterns.

Sane of the errors associated with fault trees

occur because a fault tree assumes binary logic not

dependent on sequencing of events. However, many

problems to which a fault'tree is applied do not

fit this assumption. This could become serious,

especially in connection with powerful computer

processing, where the "computer-is-aiways-right"

syndrome voids the cautiousness of analysis by

hand. Special precautionary measures therefore

had to be built into the program.

An example of these restrictions is the restric-

tion on the use of houses. A basic event can be

declared as a house only if none of its inputs con-

tains common events leading to another gate.

Another example of a restriction is a limitation

on the use of Exclusive-OR. If both input events

occur simultaneously, the output is considered

undefined and some other analytical method must be

used. The reason for this may be demonstrated in

an amplifier with two balanced voltage supplies.

If the negative voltage supply fails alone, the

remaining positive voltage supply will cause the

transistor to burn-out. If the positive voltage

supply fails alone, the remaining negative voltage

supply will cause a break-down. A designer may

attempt to counteract one effect (failure of the

positive voltage supply) by forcing the other event

(switching OFF the negative voltage supply), but

improper timing may make the protection ineffective.

Sequencing of events is often important. A

WHILST-gate implies sequencing as the event leading

to the condition that must have occurred before the

other input event. This may lead to attempts to de-

fine by fault trees problems dependent on sequences,

which may lead to invalid logical solutions. The

presented system therefore does not allow use of

WHZLST-gate in the conditional branch of another

WHILST-gate. For the same reason, a WHILST-gate

with houses on both inputs is considered undefined.

The degree to which restrictions are enforced

depends on the task. For plotting, most restrict-

ions result only in warning messages. The intent is

to prevent erroneous results, but not to restrain the

' analyst. An example of how this works is in ihe in-

troduction of a FORK-gate to allow the analyst to

1
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deal with events with several degrees of severity.

The fftult tree poses some problens due to its use of

binary logic. A -cranon practice leads to splitting

of one event into several, joined by a gate. How-

ever, use of an OR can lead in this case to seme

logical absurdities. He therefore introduced a

"FORK-gate" (Figure 24) which allows the concerns

of the analyst to be depicted but prevents improper

application of Boolean reduction.

i.ane safety analysts using our system suggested

that those restrictions on acceptable logical struc-

tures were too severe and could he replaced just jy

a warning that a certain care is required. However,

we wanted a system which could be used with reason-

able confidence even by engineers who are not

specialised in reliability, so the restrictions

stayed. Further experience -vjagssts that the

restrictions are hindering only when a fault tree is

constructed by the analyst only after the system

design had been completed. If the fault tree is

constructed during the system design, the restric-

tions became design guidelines and generally lead to

better defined »••" -hus more reliable systems.

I

I
I
I

Figure 24: FOBK-gate and WHILST gate

NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS

Although the main emphasis is on the "Re of the

system for definition of logic, the system is also

used for numerical evaluation of unavailabilities,

failure rates, and failure probabilities. Large

computational errors inherent to the fault tree

technique are prevented by verification of logical

structure and screening of input data for correct

use of units. It was also necessary to impose

some restrictions on acceptable logical structures.

For calculation cf failure ratest the system re-

quires that events be split into two categories:

failures (defined by failure rate or HTBF) and con-

ditions or failed states (defined by probability or

unavailability). As basic events on plots, fail-

ures are identified by circles and conditions are

identified by ovals. An OR-gate can be osad for

events of both categories, but all inputs to a gate

must belong to the lane category. Input events for

AND-gates Bust be defined by unavailability or

failure probability, similarly a NOT can be used

only for events indicating stites, that Mans

events identified by probabilities. The WRTLST-

gate is defined on Figure 24. The output of

WHILST-gate Must be an event defined by failure

rate, condition must be defined by probability or

unavailability. An exclusive OR Is not permitted.

The numerical data for basic events is defined

in the fault tree description file on the basic

event data cards. The system accepts several for-

mats of data as shown on Figure 25. A "house"

ijnplies a certain event (probability is one).

LAH E #.25/V
HPSA7B # 60B 1.5H
G51123 E #1000H 5H
PSD #lE-2
HPU # 0.7/y 2.6H

Figure 25: Fnample of Data Input

The numerical evaluation starts with direct

calculation of independent branches, followed by a

calculation of branches made independent through

reduction of common events. If the structure of

the fault tree does not allow a full reduction, the

residual tree is processed by simulation. The

direct calculations of probabilities gives maximum

attainable precision. However, in the process of

reduction of common events, scne composite events

(except the top event) may be redefined or skipped.

The program therefore offers the possibility to use,

directly, the simulation for evaluation of the

original tree.

Simulations works with bits. A set bit corres-

ponds to a failure. Unavailability is simulated by

failures in a proportionate number of trial periods

of 0.01 year. On a 16 bit minicomputer, a pass

corresponds to 16 trials. Simulation proceeds on
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sequences of 1000 trials representing 160 years

each. Results of each sequence are displayed on

the terminal. The simulation terminates after ten

occurrences of the top e»ent. If required, simu-

lation can be interrupted using the BR£AK-key. In

that case the program completes the sequence,

displays results for events in the top three levels

and waits for a command. Die commands can ask for

simple continuation, display of interim results

for all events up to a given level, or a premature

termination.

FAULT TREi; JATA BASE

Development of fault trees is an explosive pro-

cess leading to thousands of events defined in

hundred of fault tree description files. For a

regulatory agency, the situation is further com-

plicated by the fact that sane of the files are

applicable to all nuclesr power plants, but some

are applicable only to a specific plant. Some

fault tree description f'les may have several

versions, necessitated by design changes, or

simply by better understanding of depicted

problems. A fault tree data base is therefore

required and it is being developed.

The fault tree data base will consist of three

parts: index of files, event classification, and

fault tree structure.

Index of fault tree description files will iden-

tify nanes and storage location for all fault tree

description files used for creating the fault tree

data base. It will also contain for each file the

name of the originator, and dates of creation and

last update.

Event classification data base will contain

for each event defined in a fault tree description

file the following data: event coda, event name,

system identification .code, fault category codes,

and pointers to further information. Event codes

and names are standard information in a fault

tree description file. The system identification

code which relates the event to parts lists and

system drawings may be defined in fault tree

description files destined for inclusion in the

I
data base on special cards identified by a dollar

sign {$). These special cards, which include also

the fault category code and the pointer to further

information, are not processed by the fault tree

plotting and evaluation programs, except for check

of validity of the event code.

Die event classification datf. base will be

capable of providing lists of events identified by

event codes, events identified by system identifi-

cation code, and events identified by combination

of fault category codes with evsnt codes or system

identification code. For interactive searches

the programs will allow use of substitution

characters {*), and also the use of a prefix

substitute <*).

The fault tree structure data base will combine

information of all fault tree description files

included in the data base. The program creating

this data base is very similar to the input program

for fault tree plotting, but all storing and sort-

ing is done on disk. Event identification i* in a

form of pointers to the event classification data

base.

The fault tree structure flata base will work

always in cooperation with the event classification

data base. It will -How us to list for a given

•vent code information on event codes, names, gate

types and fault category codes for corresponding

gate events up to 10 levels up. For common events

it will be possible to list codes «nd names of

gate events up to three levels up for all occurren-

ces of the common event.

The fault tree structure data base will also

allow us to create a new fault tree description

file for a branch with the top event corresponding

to the given event, or an event gate three levels

up. This branching will not result in * loss of

identification of common events used also in other

branches.

SLOCK DIAGRAM INPUT

Sane systens in the nuclear pever plant are

I
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easier to define by a reliability block diagram

than by a fault ttee. An auxiliary program was

therefore developed which translate* a reliability

block description file into a fault tree descrip-

tion file (Figure 26) The blocks in the reliabil-

ity block diagram form basic events of the fault

tree. Rules fur event codes are the ease as for

the fault tree events. Prefix substitution cards

(t) are allowed. Comment cards (*), m w e cards

(') and note cavds (;) have the sane aeaning as in

the fault tree description file. All nodes in the

block structure ere numbered. No rules for num-

bering exist. The input and output nodes are

defined on the DEFinition card, which must precede

any other card defining structure, The definition

card also states whether the Mocks should be

considered directional {e.g. power supplies,

amplifiers) or nondirectional (cables, resistors).

If the definition card is omitted, the y.ode with

the lowest number is considered input, the node

with the highest number is considered output, and

blocks are considered directional.

• LA9DEX KETWOU
BIT K l l

IDVA
•UP!
«•*>
•LOUA
•LOWS

'•*» ELEMENT
2,3
3,4

• 2.4DBE* IZTVOII
«.S11# 0 "
LtBUlAH ••AX ELEMENT
KSUI_11 A2 KSllf 7 M i l / 10
HS11# 7 12 LADUBfA Ittliovt
nsu4_ia »2 untvrt HSIII »
Kill* » A2 M S 1 « _ » LIDKIOUB
»S11»_S E2 LADISM UDH.0VA

Figure 26: Block Diagram Description File and
Equivalent Fault Tree Description

File

The block structure is described by records

starting with block event code, followed by D or

N determining whether the block is directional or

non-directional. Identifier D or H say be omitted

if it i£ the same as on the definition card. All

cards, with exception of the definition card, aay

be in any sequence. The whole file is subjected

to a similar error checking as the fault tree

description file.

PRINCIPLE OF OPEBATtOH

Users of the fault tree analysis system do not

need to ba concerned with the 1 urcnal operation

of the system. A short description of the prin-

ciples of operation is included in this report for

reliability engineers and computer specialists

working in the field of fault tree analysis.

Host operations, including error checking and

ordering of input cards, are quite ordinary and do

not need explanation. The distinguishing feature

of this system is handling of the tree in the form

of a string, which is the key to the pattern

recognition abilities of the system.

The system handles the fault tree in the form of

a string described by five arrays: NCODE, TYPE,

TBOUT, EVDP a n d ETON.

The array NCODE contains reference numbers for

codes and names of events stored in the auxiliary

file on disk. The reference numbers are assigned

in that sequence in which event codes are encoun-

tered in the fault tree description file. The

types of events are stored in the array TYPE. The

array TBOUT identifies the category of events

(failure, condition, common event, Z-event). EVUP

and EVDN contain references to the location of the

event above (gate event) and below (inputs to the

gate). For basic events EVDN is zero. Connon

events occupy as many array locations as there are

occurrences of the event in the tree. However, all

locations are identified with the Baate reference

number in NCODE.

The top event is stored as the first event of

the string, other events follow in the sane order

as listed in the plot control file. Figure 27

shows the string for the truncated tree on Figure

5. The string does not contain an explicit indi-

cation of the level in which an event is located.

This information is required fev plotting and is

generated locally when needed.

MODE 1 2 3 18 IS \i 8 4 17 19 17 S 6 7 S 6 7

Ttn » « B » « » A 2 < E 0 < < < I I I
TOUT 0 0 1 0 0 0 t 0 20 0 «0 20 20 Z0 40 40 «0
EVUP 0 1 1 2 2 4 4 5 5 « 6 7 7 7 « « 8
N 1 2 3 4 5 t 7 8 » 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
EH* ? 4 0 6 8 10 12 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 20 22

Pigure 27: Event String



For plotting and printing the tree, additional

information on event coordinates is requir Two

algorithms were developed for assigning tfc. coordi-

nates. Algorithm SSB assigns a separate slot (20

units) for each basic event. Assignment starts

with finding the leftmost basic event and continues

to the right. Coordinates of the gates arc obtain-

ed afterwards by interpolation. "Separate slots"

algorithm is short and fast. The separate slots

are useful in sone special cases when it is

desirable to outline fault tree partitions (e.g.

in theoretical work on pattern recognition).

However, the separate slots stake the presented

tree lees compact. The basic algorithm of the

system is therefore the SBL algoritta which reser-

ves the slot for a basic event only on the level of

the basic event and one level below. The assign-

ment starts with assignment of slots in the last

level, which must contain orly basic events. In

the levels above the assignment depends on whether

the event is a gate or a basic event. Coordinates

of basic events are assigned by interpolation.

For basic events the required slot is squeezed

between events jn one level down. This may require

a shift of already assigned coordinates to the

right, as the width of a basic event slot must be

20 units.

Numerical calculation processes probabilities

directly. Failure rates are internally stored

and processed as probabilities of failures within

a trial period of 1/100 year. This scale limits

the maximum failure rate to about 10 failures per

year.

Simulation works with bits. A set bit corres-

ponds to a failure. Unavailability is simulated

by failures in a proportionate number of trial

periods (0.01 year), on an HP-1000 computer with

16 bit words, a pass corresponds' to 16 trials.

One trial sequence consists of 1000 passes

representing 160 years. The probabilities of

failures of basic events can be between 3/32
IS —5

(approx. 0.1) and 3/2 (approx. 10 ), correspon-

ding with the selected trial period of .01 year to

failure rates between 10 failures per year and

1 failure in 1000 years.

IMPIEMBNTATIOH ASP ACCESSIBILITY

SIFTA was developed by the Safety Evaluation

Division of AECB and was implemented on a small

HP-1000 computer. One version is configured for e

HP-2648A graphics terminal and HP-9872A desk top

plotter. An alternate version is used with non-

graphics terminals. The users' manual for this

version is in Appendix c. Large fault trees are

plotted at Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories comput-

er centre accessed through a 2000 baud dial-out

aodem. Access to the HP-1000 computer at AECB is

limited to AECB staff. He are therefore presently

installing the system on a CDC computer of the

Canada Systems Group (Multiple Access Division)

where it can serve a larger group of users within

the Canadian industry.

A version fcr processing fault trees with up to

2S0 events was also implemented on a Heathkit

(Zenith) H8S micro-computer. For processing of

larger trees, the micro-computer can act as an

intelligent terminal for remote entry of batch

jobs to a computer centre.

In spite of its capabilities, the system re-

quires very little computer resources to operate,

e.g. a system for handling a fault tree with up

to 4S0 events requires only 17030 words of memory

on a 16~bit mini-computer with hard disk storage.

The small demand on computer resources combined

with an ease of operation not found elsewhere

leads uc to believe that the new system will be-

come widely used and will contribute substantially

to the clear definition of the analysed safety

problems.

STANDARDIZATION EFFORT

The presented system is a powerful tool, but it

does not make a claim of being the only suitable

tool for handling fault trees. Specific problems

may need different solutions, and personal prefer-

ences are also important. However, certain

standardization is required, to allow cooperation

of various computer centres. Work is therefore

in progress to standardize the format of the
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Fault Tree Description file end the Plot

Control Pile, including standardizing symbols. At

this stage we do not believe that any other stan-

dardization is feasible.

COMCLUSIODS

With the aid of a -uitable tool that is vary

easy and economical to use by engineers who are

not specialists in probabilistic Methods, the

fault tree is a very powerful tool to define

system failure modes of significance. It ia

indeed nore suitable for this purpose than for

the numerical evaluation of probabilities for

which it is better known.

He have used the code to review the degree of

independence between two sub-systems of the dous-

ing system for the Sentilly II generating station.

The fault tree for the dousing system and its

attendant power, air and control systems had

about 600 events.

Cross links between the two sub-systems, claim-

ed to be independent, did not appear until about

400 "gates" had been defined. This is, indeed,

what would be axpected of a conpetent designer.

Having identified the specific cross-links

between the sub-systems, it was possible to base

the licensing decision on the technical awrits of

the design rather than on an abstract arguaant on

the principle of independence.

This example demonstrates that a major strength

of the technique is as a design tool, to check and

identify precise design modifications which will

lead to the fulfillment of the design intent.

He have also rccnalysed the reliability of the

emergency core cooling system for the Bruce B

Generating Station. This analysis involved two

trees, each of over on* thousand events, in this

task, we were hampered by ambiguous labelling of

the original fault tree in the submission froa oar

licensees.

Although the difficulty is being addressed by

the licensee, it clearly shows for this size of

tree, a strong need for a labelling scheme which

uniquely identifies each event and relates each

directly to the system drawings. We will be seek-

ing discussion with the nuclear industry as a whole

on the most convenient and effective way to achieve

this.

The search for cross links and cannon events is

thus a formidable task, necessitating the use of

a computer. This is not an impediment as SIFTA

makes only very nodest demands on computer

resources.

He therefore conclude that it is feasible to

identify cross-links between systems, especially

those between a cause of a serious process failure

and cause of failures of systems supposed to miti-

gate the consequences of the serious process

failure, ire also conclude that it is feasible to

identify those combinations of comparatively com-

mon system failures which could lead to fuel

failure or radioactive release to the public.
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APPENDIX A
FAULT TREE SYMBOLS

A.I The standard orientation of the fault tree la
horizontal with the top event on the left.
Fault trees with multiple top events are
acccpteble.

A.2 The symbol for an event consists of:
s) event description box;
b) event type symbol;
c) gste Input connection line, or comment to

basic event (optional);
d) transfer-out symbol (If applicable}.

The symbol for an event Is drawn by solid
lines or dashed lines. All lettering is by
solid lines. Use of colored lines is
scceptable.

A.3 The event description box shall contain the
event code. It may contain also the event
naae, and other information such as
probability.

EVENT-CODE (PROB.)
NAME OR DESCRIPTION
OF EVENT

A.4 The event type symbols shall be selected from
the attached Event Type Symbol Table.

A.5 If an event represents s common cause. It Is
shown on the fault tree as a set of events
linked to whatever event they affect. All
events in the set shall have the same event
code and are marked by aymbol T8
(transfsr-ln), except the last event in the
set. The laat event in the set is marked by
the appropriate terminating symbol, or by the
appropriate gate symbol.

A. 6 If a fault tree is presented in several
sections, an event representing a common cause
which appears on two or more of these sections
should be treated aa follows:

a) the event should be mtrked by a
terminating aymbol other than T8 or T9 or
with a gate symbol (if further developed)
« only one of the sheets ;

b) OD the sheet where the terminating or
gate aymbol is used, the continuation of
the event aet on another fault tree
(sheet) should be marked by placing an
unlinked symbol for a transfer-in event
in the same level its the top event.

c) oo all other fault trees, the
continuation of the event set should be
marked by using symbol T9 for the last
event in the portion of the event set on
that sheet.



IS

CJ

C2

G3

" ^ [* AMD-gate

G5 o

OR-gate

Exclusive
OR-gate

Fork-gate

WHILST-gate

G6 J 2/4 U Redundant
Structure

G7 } I Multiplexed
* r Event

EVENT TYPE SYMBOL TABLE

Event occurs only If all input events occur simultaneously.

Event occurs If any of the input events occurs, either alone, or in any
combination with other input eventa.

Event occurs only it oat of the input avent* occur* alone. (Used typically
with two Input eventa)•

Eveut occura in any of the input eveute occure, but its degree of severity
depends on the occurred input event or their combination. (Boolean logic is
not applicable).

Event occur* only if Input event attached to the right occura whllat the
event attached to the bottom and forming the condition Is in force. If the
condition la caused by the occurrence of another event, WHILST gate implies
timing of event*.

Enclosed number* indicate lnvtl of m-out-of-n redundancy. The format is
m/n. Event occurs if at least (n-*-l) of the input event occurs.

Symbol is used when all input eventa are so similar that for understanding
of the fault tree logic it is sufficient to develop only one at them.
Number of inputs must be defined in the event description box.

G8 Gate (general) General symbol of a gate* It* meaning must be defined in the event
description box.

--O
NOT-gate

Basic Event

-a

y Undeveloped
Event

Analyzed
elsewhere

House

T5

T6 —C

" - <

T8 —

TO _

Beslc
condition

"""*\ Basic
_^/ condition

* ^ v Condition
9 analyzed

" elsewhere

" ^ ^ Transfer-in

S\ Long Transfer

Event represents a condition vhich la an inverse of the condition defined by
the input event.

Event which cannot be itemised.

Event for which ltemisatlon was not done.
(Usually because it urn* considered unnecessary).

Event which is further developed on another fault tree.

Event which already happened.

Basic event in the conditional branch of WHILST gate (optional).

Variation of TS used in conjunction with the transfer-out symbol
(optional).

Variation of symbol T3 ussd for events in the conditional branch of a WHILST
gate (optional).

Event denote* common cause.

Common event, uaad also on another fault tree.
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B.I The Unified Fault Tree Description File
contitf of records (cards, lines) with
up to 80 columns each. The records are
divided Into four categories:

a) akeleton description records
b) labelling records
c) euxillary records
d) arbitrary records

Records are in a free format, with
character groups separated by at least
one blank space. No requirement for
sequencing of records exists, except as
stated In psragraphs B.4.3, B.5.3 and
B.6.

B.2 Each event In the tree Is identified by
an event code formed by a group of
characters Included In the ASCII 64
character set with the exception of a
cormm (,) and an asterisk (*> which shall
not be used. The preferred maximum length
is 8 characters, but 10 characters may be
used in submissions to AECB when
necessary. Ampersand (*) used as the
first character of the code may be
declared as prefix substitute defined In
B.5.3.

B.3.1 The skeleton description records form the
minimum set of records required to
describe the feult tree. The skeleton
description records Include gate
description records, basic event
description records and Z-records.

B.3.2 The gate description records have the
format

AAAA Gn BBBB CCCC DDD
where AAAA la the event code of the gate
output event;

Gn is the gate identification
group;
BBBB, etc. are the event codes of
gate Input events.

Event codes and the type Identification
group are separated from each other by at
least one blank space. The type
identifier consists of a character
defining the type of gate followed
Immediately by a single digit identifying
the number of Input event codes. Some
gate types have a mandatory number of
Inputs as:

An - AMD-gate
Fn - FOlK-gate
Gn - Gate (general)
HI - Multiplexed structure
HI - HOT-gate

(inverse condition)
In - Ok-gat*
W2 - WUlst-gat*

(conditional gate)

Gl
G4
G8
C7

G9
G2

C5

Xn - Exelusive-OR-gate G3
mn - m-out-of-o redundant

structure G6

The sequence of input events corresponds
to the sequence in which events are
plotted from the top down (when the tree
axis is horizontal). For W2 the second
input event code corresponds to the event
identifying the condition.

B.3.3 The basic event description records are
required only for modification of the
symbol and for numerlcei. data (if use'd).
The format of the basic event description
record is:

AAAA T #xxx

Where AAAA Is the event code of the basic
event

T is the symbol modifier
fxxx Is the data group.

The symbol modifiers define the
terminating symbols as follows:

none - circle or oval
D - diamond
E - diamond with circle or

diamond with oval
H - house (must not be followed

by data group).

Symbols with ovals are assigned by the
computer to events in the conditional
branches of W2 gates. The symbol
modifier is separated from the event code
by at least one blank space.

The data group, if used, starts with a
number sign (#) separated from the eyabol
modifier, or event code if no symbol
modifier Is used, by at least one blsnk
•pace. The formats for data are as
follows:

a) Group 1 data (dimension 1/tlme):
Failure rate: defined in failures
per unit of time (e.g. 1.5' or
2E-6/H), as time between failures
(e.g. 75Y), or in bits 10~6 per
hour, e.g. 114.7B) or fits (1CT9

per hour, e.g. 25F). The format of
the number is either decimal (e.g.
0.02 or .02) or exponential (e.g.
3.5E-OS). The number of digits
after the decimal point should not
exceed four as a truncation may
commence at the fifth place. The
unit* of time are: T for year, D
for day and B for hour. The number
and the latter, or the number, slash
and letter must form a single group,
without spaces.
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b) Group 2 data (dimenalonless) - any B.4.3
one of the following formats:
Probablllty: real number between
zero and one, either in decimal or
exponential format as defined
above.

Probability of failure within time
T: defined by failure rate aa
atated above, followed by the key
word FOR and the duration of the
time period (mission time). The key
word is separated by spaces. The
duration of time baa the same format B.4.4
aa the mean time between fallurea
defined above.

Unavailability: defined either by a
aingle number (aee probability) or B.S.I
by failure rate In any of the forms
apecified above, followed by mean
time to repair (e.g. 2.5/M 0.3H or
15Y 2.5D).

Which group of data ie required
depends on the composition of the
fault tree logic. B.5.2

B.3.4 Z-records identify events which should be
plotted by dotted lines. The format of
the record la

AAAA Z
where AAAA la the event code and Z is an
Identifier separated from the event code
by at least one blank «psce.

If colour plotting ia used, the B.5.3
Identifier Z mv'y be preceded by a letter
II, V or » deter.ilnlng the colour, where D
means red, V green and W blue. No colour
Identifier Implies black lines. Some
plotters may uae different assignment of
colours.

B.4.1 The labelling records Include evant name
recorda, title recorda and recorda with
notes to basic events. Although not all
events must be labelled, a sufficient
number of labelling recorda shall be
Included in the fault tree description
file, to assure that the fault tree can
be properly understood. For Ml gatca an
event name record Is mandatory.

B.4.2 The event name record haa the format 1.5.4
AAAA 'xxxx xx xxx;zz s sczz

where AAAA le the event coda, and the
apostrophe (') is separated from the
event coda by at least one blauk apace.

The event name (description) starts
Immediately after the apostrophe and may
contain up to 40 printable ASCII
characters except a dollar algn (S). B.6
Semi-colon (;) la used to terminate the
firat line on plots where the name Is
plotted on two line* with a » " « - ^ of 20
characters each.

The title record identifying the title
has the aame format at the event naae
record, and it is distinguished by its
placement before any labelling r«cord
and/or skeleton description record. The
evant code on the title record may be
either a code of an event in the fault
tree (In which case the title record
serve* almultaneously aa a name record
for that evetit), or it may be a dummy
code, uaed Just to satisfy the fonut
requirements.

The record with a note to basic event has
the same format aa the event name record,
but uses aa Identifier a colon (:)
inatead of an apostrophe (').

Auxiliary records facilitate the handling
of the fault tree description file,
Including input, processing and atoring
in the fault tree data base. Auxiliary
records Include comments records with
prefix aubatltutes, and subject index
records.

A record with an aaterlk (*) in the first
column la considered a comment and is
not uaed in proceaalng of the fault
tree. Commente which precede the first
processed record are during interactive
proceaalng dlaplayed on the terminal, or
are Inserted in front of the output file.
If the fault tree is processed in a batch
mode.

A record with an ampereand (i) in the
firat column followed after at least one
blank apace by an equal sign (-) followed
by two to six characters defines the
prefix substitute.

A prefix substitute is formed by the
ampereand (&) used as the firat character
of event codes on the records following
the record defining the prefix
eubatltute. To form the complete code,
the prefix sub**-' jte is replaced by the
defined group of two tc six characters.
The prefix substitute may be redefined by
a new record defining prefix aubstitute,
or It may be cancelled by a record with
blank spaces after the equal sign.

Subject index records facilitate
cataloging of fault tree events in a
computerized data base. The format of
subject Index recorda ie

AAAA $nnnn
where AAAA Is the event code;

t Identifies subject Index record;
nnnn la the subject index code.

Arbitrary records Include Job control cards
required bjr eome computer Installations, and
recorda with additional information required
by some fault tree processing programs, such
•a definition of program options. Arbitrary
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record* wit either consist of a single group
of character*, or the flrat group must contain
a coaaa (,). Sequencing of arbitrary records
depends on the requirement of the program for
which they are intended. Flics rubmlttad to
AECB aay Include arbitrary records, without
any significance attached to tbeu.

B.7 The following combination records Bay be used
to facilitate handling of the fault tree
description file:

a) Z-record combined with event name record
(B.4,1) where Z shall be between the
event code and apostrophe (') separated
by at least one blank apace.

AAAA Z *xxx xx xxx'zzzz x ze

b) Z-record combined with basic event
description record (B.3.3) where Z shall
follow the symbol identifier, separated
by at least one blank space.

AAAA T Z fxxx

c) Basic event description record (including
combination with Z-record as defined
above) with name rscord
AAAA T Z fxxx 'xxx xx xxxx;zzzz z zz

d) Subject Index identification appended at
the end of the name record, including its
combinations with Z-record and basic
event description record.

B.8 If some fault tree analysis programs require
additional data, the data may be input by a
data group using a dash (-) or a percent sign
(X) as an Identifier. The format Is similar
to that of a name record. These additional
data groups must not contain an apostrophe
(') or a colon (:) and on combination records
must precede the name or comment.



APPENDIX C

SIMPLE FAULT TREE ANALYSIS USING NON-GRAPHICS
TERMINAL ON AECB BP-IOOO COMPUTER

INTRODUCTION:

This Appendix aasunes that the user is familiar with
the AECB HP-1000 log-in procedure, use of the EDITR,
and basic FHGR commands.

IMPUT:

The fault tree : * defined by a fault tree iemcrlptloa
file. Rules for preparation of the fault tree
description file are In Appendix B. The file is
usually prepared by EDITR. The name records use a
semi-colon (;) as the line separator. To prevent
conflict in usage of this character by EDITR, the "tab"
character In EDITR should be redefined to I (or other
not used character) by TI command.

The file nane nay Include security code and cartridge
identification. File name EX Is not allowed.

The fault tree description file can also be in a binary
(non-printable) fora created by the SIFTA EC command as
described later.

LOGICAL ANALYSIS:

The conund to enter the program Is TR.FTL or TR,FTL,6
if the input file error aesaages should be directed to
the printer. The computer responds with a request for
Input file name. The Input file Must be as described
above. No special cosnand is required to indicate a
binary input file. To exit, use EX command.

SIFTA Indicates the progress of Input file processing
by displaying a dot (.) after processing every 50
records. Processing is In two passes. Start of the
second pass Is Indicated by displaying a slash (/).

If the input file contains errors, error messages are
displayed (or sent to the printer) and the computer
asks for directives. To continue, hit SPACE and 1ETURN
(HP-1000 sometimes does not respond to RETURN alone),
or use EX to exit.

DISPLAY:

The fault tree Is displayed on command DI In sections
of 23 lines with 6 event levels. Five lines correspond
to one sector as identified on plots. Sector numbers
(identical to plot coordinates) are displayed on the
left of display. The display can be cantered on given
event, or shifted using the following commands where
"code" means the event code, "n* signifies • amber
(Integer) and "a.m." identifies a number with decimal-

fraction which can be omltttd (an Integer can be used
Instead).

DI display
DI,code center display on given event
L move display l e f t by four levels
Ln move display l e f t by n l e v e l s
R move display r ight by four l e v e l s
En move display r ight by n l e v e l s move
A display up by four sectors (20 l i n e s )
A n.m move display up by n.m sec tors
/ move display down by four sectors (20

lines)
NX display next occurrence of event

"code" (after Dl.code)
L0,code locate given event (sea section

TRUNCATION)
NA,code O-Bplmy name of given code
CA.code define gate to which event "code" Is

input
BL display Identification of levels
SI display fault tree size
PR display a full width strip of events

(for printing terminals)

If coamands MA and GA are used without an event code,
they are assumed to refer to the event in the previous
01, LO or 6A command.

GRAPHICAL EDITING:

Editing of the diaplayed tree is used for trimming
large trees exceeding the capacity of plotters and also
for highlighting some portions of the fault tree.
Graphical editing with non-graphics terminals includes
truncation, switching of Input events, insertion and
deletion of extension lines, and deletion of an OR or
AND gate leading to the same type of gate. None of the
editing features can change the logical structure
defined by the fault tree description file.

Truncation 1* used to limit the fault tree to the top
(left) part only. Truncation may affect all events at
a given level. This Is called SQueeze. Or IX may
affect only a given event. After a truncation the
event coordinates are changed to fill the gaps created
by left-out lower level evens.

Squeeze Is only a display control feature and therefore
the truncation level can be moved at will. The Dl.code
command can be used only within the truncation
(squeeze) limits. Command L0,code can be used for all
•vent* and It changes the truncation limits to allow
the display to be centered on the given events.
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Individual events can be cruncsted (their input event
removed) only If they represent s branch without any
events occurring also in other branches. Truncation of
an event affects the structure of the tree as stored in
computer memory and is therefore irreversible (except
for restoration of the fault tree by RS command).

Switching of input events to a gate Is usad for
repositioning of events especially when a aore
symmetrical tree la required to facilitate plotting.
As a response to the coaund (SW.codt) the computer
asks for new eequence of Inputs* The Input events are
defined by nuabers as counted from the upper Input
event. The total number of switched Inputs Is Halted
to six. The new sequence numbers can be entered either
as a single group (e.g. 312) or with space or commas as
separators (e.g. 3 1 2 or 3,1,2).

Extension lines are used to aove a gate sideways In
order to decrease the width of the plot to make it
suitable for narrow plotters.

Deletion of a gate Is used for decreasing the length
(nunber of levels) of the tree, or for removal of a
superfluous event definition. Deletion of a gate Is
United to OR and AND gates leading to the same type of
gate. The Input avent of the deleted gate are saved as
inputs to the gate above. The deleted gate can >*
restored only by the RS coamand as described later.

It is also possible to isolate a branch and handle it
as a separate fault tree using the TP, event command.
All references to coaaon events, Including those In
eliminated branches, reaaln preaerved. Definitions of
the new top event is Irreversible, except for
restoration by RS command.

A branch of a fault tree can be eliminated and the
leading gate of the branch can be marked as "analysed
elsewhere" (diamond with a circle or with an oval). If
the branch contained some common events used also in
the remaining branches, the first occurrence of eacj of
those events is marked as "long transfer", with a
consent on their origin. Command EL to mark an event
• i analysed elsewhere Is usually used In the sequence
SA - TP, code - RS - EL, code.

The graphical editing commands are as follows:

SQ truncate tree at right aargin of
display

SQ.n truncate tree at the n-th level
SQ,40 cancel truncation
TB.code truncate given event
SW,code switch inputs to a given event
LI,code Insert extension Una
LD,code delete extension line
DE.code delete OR or AMD gate leading to saae

type
TP.code define event m a new top event

EL,code

BOUSES:

msrk event mm "analyzed elsewhere"

A "house" Identifies an event which is certain to
happen, or has already happened. Insertion of houses
allows us to Investigate potential consequences of
faults and assists thus in understanding of the
analysed system.

Only basic events or gstes defining self-contained
bran :hes can be declared as "houses". A self-contained
branch has no common events used In another branch of
the tree. The "house" event Itself can be a common
event used in aeveral branches •

HO,code given event is a "house"

LOGICAL RESTRUCTURING:

Restructuring is used for Identification of effects of
coamon events and "houses". The degree of
restructuring Is defined by the argument In command RE.
The restructured tree Is logically equivalent to the
original tree. The process of restructuring Is
documented through aesssges which are either displayed
or can be sent to the printer (see "printing").

Restructuring discriminates between undesirable and
other common events. Undesirable coaaon events are
those which are likely to result In decressed
reliability or Increased unavailability In comparison
with a aystea without coaaon events. Undesirable
coaaon events are coaaon events in branches led by an
AND-gate (e.g. AND-of-OR's or all AND's).

The coamand for restructuring it:

RE,n restructure to n-th degree where
n - 0 (or missing) processing Halted to houses
• 1 Includes aasklng
" 2 Includes shift and switch of

undesirable coamon events
• 3 Includes shift, switch and erasure

for all coamon events

Logical analysis of the fault tree may be hampered by
gates which were assigned different codes even If they
have Identical input emit. A special routine called
by the ID command identifies these gates. However,
this routine cannot Identify AMD and OR gates
represented by dislmllsr groupings of connected AND and
OR gates on several levels. These groupings can be
identified after GU commands, which moves up (to the
left) gates with common events and la virtually a
global application of the DE, code command

ID Identify identical gates
GU aove up all OR and AND gates with

coaaon events.
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REVIEW OF COMMON EVENTS

The fault tree review la uaed for determining the acope
of coaaon eventa In the fault tree* The review
Includes scan for independent branches, search of patha
and verification of independence of a branch*

When the SCan coaaand Is Issued, the computer looks
first for gates without coamon events and lists tbeaj.
Afterwards it scans the tree for self-contained
branches and llets them alao. A aelf-contalned branch
la defined for the purpoae of this review as a branch
with coanon events which are confined to that branch
and not uaed elaewhsre In the tree. The scanning
operation leads to truncation of gates without coaaon
events. This feature say be used also separately for
aiapllflcatlon of the fault tree in soae analyses.

The SEarch for paths of coaaon events produces a
listing of all occurrences of coaaon events with
atateaent of the gates to which they are connected.
The search can be either global (listing of all coaaon
events), or It can be a search for a single event only.
The single event search can be extended to any event
and serves a similar purpose as the GA coaaand.

Independence of a branch can be verified by the VI
coaBand (verify Independence). Independent branches
Include for the purpose of this verification both the
branches without coaaon events and the self-contain:d
branches

scsn fault tree and liat Independent
branches
search for paths of coaaon aventa
three levels up and list thea
list path of an event

The fault tree skeleton and soae other aassages can be
printed on an off-line printer. All printer coaaands
use the argument 6 (six). The PR,6 coaaand Is
analogous to the PI coaaand (see "Display"). The right
aargln it the aaae in both cases, but toe left aarfin
on the print is shifted three levele to the left. The
LB,6 coaaand Is followed by a proapt for the label to
be printed. The LL,6 is automatically cancelled by the
next IE coaaand, or It can be nullified by a LL coaaand
(without any argument). Printing is released after EX
coaaand by TR,PRINT or automatically when the session
is terminated.

Pf.,6 print fault tree skeleton wlch eight
levels

U . 6 print label
CH.6 advance to new page
HL,6 print identification of levels
IX, 6 sand massages on next restructuring

to printer

SC.6

SE.6

OTHER COWHANDS:

scan fault tree and send result
to printer
search for coaaon events and send
their list to printer

The last four coaaands are used to create a plot
control file, * binary input file, and to save and
restore the tree.

The plot control file is designed for renote plotting
in a computer center. The coaputer prompts for file
naae which aay Include the aecurlty code and cartridge
identification (see FHGR aanual).

The binary inpui file created by the EC coaaand is used
to save intermediate reaults of a fault tree analysis.
It can alao be used to save input-processing tine for
large fault trees or for logical restructuring of fault
trees destined for numerical evaluation.

The ES coaaand restores the tree to the Initial state
(before any changes were aade), or to the state at the
last SA coaaand.

The SA coaaand la used to save the present fault tree,
e.g. before defining new top event. A subsequent RS
coaaand rcstoraa the tree to the saved state. The
original fora of the tree Is destroyed by the SA
cnaaind. SA saves the tree only for the preaent
execution. If the tree Is required later, an EC
coaaand should be used.

FI create plot control file
SA save present fault tree
KS restore original file
EC store fault tree description in a

binary file and exit

MHEUCAL EVALUATION

The fault tree for numerical evaluation Bust consist
only of the following gates: ORCR), AND(A), WHILST(W),
redundant etructure (an) and NOT(N).

Event auat be aefined either by a non-diaenslonal
probability (unavailability or reliability for a given
period of time) or a failure-rate (dimension 1/t). All
Input* to a (ate must have the same dimension (or no
dlaeneloa) corresponding to the dlaension of the gate
avent. An exception la the WHILST gate, which defines
an event described by failure rate, and in which the
first Input avent iM defined by failure rate, and the
second event (the condition) is defined by probability.
Evaluation of failure rates for AND, redundant
structures, and HOT Is undefined and therefore not
allowed. All occurrences of a common event must have
the same dlaanalon.
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Nuaerlcal data auat be defined for all evanta except
"houaea" and Z-eventa. A "home" la conaldered aa an
event which baa already happened and no numerical data
Is therefore allowed. Nunerlcal data for a Z-eveat can
be either defined, or If omitted, zero failure rate or
zero unavailability (probability of failure) la
asauaed.

The fault tree description file can be pre-proceaacd by
the FTL program and the reaulta atorad In a binary
Input file. However, no truncation of an Individual
event (TR.code) la allowed.

The coanand to enter the program: la TR,FTE or TR,FT£,6
If the output ahould be directed to the printer. The
processing of the Input file la the same as for the FTL
prograa.

The evaluation of gatea without common events la done
by direct calculation. The residual tree (If any) la
evaluated by a simplified simulation.

Simulation progreaaea In sets of 16,000 trials. After
each aet the computer displays the statua of simulation
and checks a flag indicating that the uaer la waiting
for a coanand prompt. The flag la aet by hitting any
key on the keyboard to obtain a KTE-TVl system prompt,
and typing the BR ayatem command.

The FTE coomande which can be used after the FTE-prompt
are:

SPACE,RETURN - continue
DI display after each m«t of reaulta for

•venta In top three levels
DI,n display after aach aet of results for

events In n levels
DI,0 suppress display of results after

each aet
EN end almulatlon, print reaulta and

exit


